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LOGISTICS SOURCING IMPROVEMENTS

This application claims priority from the following provisional patent applications, the
specifications of which are incorporated herein by reference: Australia; AU201 1/901082;
United States US61/468064; United States US61/505108.

Background of the invention:

There exists businesses that require logistics services or quotations on existing business
requirements that use logistics or transport services on a consistent basis because these
businesses are not occasional shippers.

While the prior art provides many means for assisting business seeking logistics
solutions, all have at least one disadvantage.

Many businesses are contacted directly by transport providers to solicit their business
even though the business may not be seeking quotes from a transport company.
Transport companies employ various types of sales forces, internal and or external, to
canvas businesses as to whether or not the businesses require their services. This is

and was a costly practice as the conversion rate of such exercises is very low.

A business may utilize a directory of transport providers, however the problem with this
approach is that the business does all the work, and must call a number of providers for
quotes.

Often, decisions are made purely on price at the sacrifice of service. This task becomes
increasingly difficult when there are tens of thousands of registered road transport
providers.

Increasingly, businesses are using internet search engines to find and research logistics
or transport providers. Unfortunately, the results often provided by such search engines
are often served up based on paid preferential listing, and therefore not necessarily on

the best fit to the user's enquiry. In addition, if users do not use the best search
expressions they may not receive the best results from their query.

Businesses that are initially successful in identifying internet sites providing directories of
contact information of logistics or transport providers, may then encounter another
problem. There is the difficulty of knowing which service providers meets all the
requirements, of easily short listing the best providers who may meet your requirements
and finally, or of collating the voluminous information in an easy and time efficient
manner. This problem is similar to that experienced when reviewing business contact
details in hard copy publications mentioned earlier.

Logistics procurement software may also be used but this software is expensive to
purchase and often difficult for the lay person to use.



At present, logistics service providers also suffer a number of disadvantages in finding
new business. This is compounded by the fact that there are a large number of
businesses competing for the same customers, also the fact that using conventional
sales methods i.e. cold calling is the most cost and time effective method of finding and
attracting new clients. Timing is also an import part to signing new business as most of
the time sales representatives call on a customer they are satisfied with their current
incumbent or provider. A significant problem is the cost of maintaining a sales force,
whereby staff typically spend approximately 80% of their time identifying new business
leads.

The reference to any prior art in this specification is not, and should not be taken as, an

acknowledgement or any form of suggestion that the prior art forms part of the common
general knowledge.

Summary of the invention:

Throughout this specification (including any claims which follow), unless the context
requires otherwise, the word 'comprise', and variations such as 'comprises' and
'comprising', may be understood to imply the inclusion of a stated integer or step or
group of integers or steps but not the exclusion of any other integer or step or group of
integers or steps.

In one aspect, the present invention provides a computer-based method for assisting a
logistics decision of a potential customer, the method comprising the steps of: receiving
at least one logistics related requirement from the potential customer, calculating at least
one suitable logistics option from a plurality of supplier-provided logistic options, and
providing an output of at least one logistics option in a form readable by the potential
customer.

In one embodiment of the method, the at least one logistics-related requirement is

selected from the group consisting of: a preferred or required origin point, a preferred or
required destination point, a preferred or required mode of transport, a preferred or
required travel time, a preferred or required delivery date, a preferred or required
environmental impact caused by the logistic, a preferred or required cost, a preferred or
required payment method or term, a preferred or required accreditation of a supplier, and

a preferred or required level of operational performance of a supplier.

In one embodiment, the method comprises the step of receiving a supplier-provided
logistics option. The supplier-provided logistics option may be associated with a
logistics-related parameter selected from the group consisting of: geographical
operational area, a mode of transport, a travel time, an environmental impact caused by

the logistic, a cost, a payment method or term, an accreditation, and operational
performance information.

In another embodiment of the method the output displays a logistics option for 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 ,

6 or more modes of transport. In addition or alternatively, the output may display a
logistics option for 2 , 3 , 4 , 5, 6 or more suppliers in other embodiment.



In another embodiment of the computer-based method, the output displays a logistics-
related parameter selected from the group consisting of: a geographical operational
area, a mode of transport, a travel time, an environmental impact caused by the logistic,
a cost, a payment method or term, an accreditation, and operational performance
information.

In another embodiment, the customer readable form comprises a map displaying route
options for two or more suppliers.

In one form of the method, the output is devoid of information allowing for identification
of the supplier. In addition or alternatively, the method may be devoid of means for the
potential customer to contact the supplier.

In another aspect of the present invention there is provided a computer-based method
for matching a logistics supplier with a potential customer, the method comprising the
steps of: receiving information related to the services of the logistics supplier, calculating
at least one suitable potential customer option from a plurality of potential customer-
provided logistics requirements, and providing an output of at least one potential
customer option in a form readable by the supplier.

In one embodiment, the information related to the services of the logistics supplier is

associated with a logistics-related parameter selected from the group consisting of:

geographical operational area, a mode of transport, a travel time, an environmental
impact caused by the logistic, a cost, a payment method or term, an accreditation, and

operational performance information.

In one embodiment, the method comprises the step of receiving a customer-provided
logistics requirement. In one embodiment, the information related to the customer-
provided logistics requirement is selected from the group consisting of: a preferred or
required origin point, a preferred or required destination point, a preferred or required
mode of transport, a preferred or required travel time, a preferred or required delivery
date, a preferred or required environmental impact caused by the logistic, a preferred or
required cost, a preferred or required payment method or term, a preferred or required
accreditation of a supplier, and a preferred or required level of operational performance
of a supplier.

In one embodiment the output comprises information allowing the supplier to contact the
potential customer. In one embodiment the output is information related to the potential
customer selected from the group consisting of: a name, a physical address, an email
address, and a telephone number.

In another embodiment the method comprises means for the potential customer to
contact the supplier. In one embodiment the potential customer is not provided with
information allowing for the identification of the supplier.

In one embodiment of the computer-based method, the method comprises the step of
the supplier providing a payment for the output. In addition or alternatively, the method



comprises the step of providing means for the supplier to provide a payment for the
output.

In one aspect of the invention there is provided a method for assisting a logistics
decision comprising receiving at least one logistics related requirement, calculating at
least one logistics option and providing the option in a user readable form.

In another aspect, the invention provides a system for assisting a logistics decision,
comprising: a receiving network for communicating a logistics related requirement from a
user; a processor connected to the network and configured for calculating at least one
logistics option; and a user interface to communicate at least one logistics option to a
user.

The description herewith offers unique capabilities for businesses to source and
compare logistics companies as well as the opportunity to providing these capabilities
via online service that matches business logistics requirements to that of logistics service
providers (LSPs). The solution comprises a sophisticated tool that provides applicable
alternative transport modes for the transport of goods to and from two geographic
locations. The system allows user to download spread sheet template to fill in the
information and upload the same. The system then collects information from spread
sheet and stores each item into corresponding fields in the database. The tool calculates
time, distance and environmental impact of the route based on the origin and destination
locations.. The business user may then identify what modes of transport, if provided by
the tool, i.e. rail, road, air or sea they want to use to ship their products. Thus it provides
for global searching, intra and interstate searching in respect of any two geographical
locations and enable users to explore logistic (hiring and providing) even in places about
which users are not well informed. Once the business user has finished entering their
route information and identified which modes they want to ship their freight by (or obtain
quotes for), their quote information may be sent to applicable transport providers who
may purchase the sales lead information and provide the necessary quote to the
business. This process saves the business time and effort in sourcing logistics or
transport quotes and provides a wealth of information to help compare respondents.
The tool also allows quoted business requirements to be saved for re-quoting in the
future.

From a supplier perspective, the solution presented herewith may provide leads in a
timely manner, that are qualified and at a reasonable price, providing a much lower cost
of acquisition than that offered by the efforts of their sales force.

In another aspect, the invention provides a system that may be linked directly to other
websites or systems so that space may be purchased. For example a franchise
company may add a link/frame so that members may access the system without leaving
the franchise main website. They may then log in and buy directly from the system. B2B

companies may be able to utilise this system to find logistics services for their clients.
Preferably the method includes linking a system for performing the method with a third
party such that the third party appears to perform the method. In yet another aspect of



the invention there is provided a method of and/or system for sourcing and managing
logistics requirements, the method comprising:

i) receiving sets of logistics requirements; and ii) maintaining statistics on the
sets of logistics information.

According to one more aspect of the invention there is provided a method for
coordinating information for use in logistics sourcing, the method comprising:

receiving sets of logistics information associated with logistics requirements
for business logistics needs;
searching the stored sets of logistics information to locate at least one set
that meets with business logistics criteria; and
maintaining statistics of the sets of logistics information.

Preferably the step of maintaining statistics includes maintaining statistics of which of the
stored sets of logistics information are being repetitively searched and maintaining
statistics of which of the stored sets of logistics information are being repetitively
purchased.

In one aspect the present also provides customers to share their logistics requirements
with other people using social networking tools. The user/customer may have the ability
to invite friends or colleagues for social networking sites to view their logistics
requirements. The user/customer may have the ability to delegate certain permissions
to these people at the time of invitation to join/view the logistics requirements.

In yet another aspect of the invention, there is provided a system to allow registered
users to create a portfolio. These portfolios enable a business to create requirements for
all their businesses specific transportation or logistics needs. Portfolios may be of
various types and access to friends and colleagues may be provided. System may also
provide a list of predefined Portfolio structures and configuration for different industries
that may be used by users.

According to one more aspect of the invention, it provides a bidding system where
customer may select lowest bid (quote) by an auction such as blind or revere auction.
Suppliers may or may not be able to see the competitor's quotes as per the option
selected by customer. The bidding may take place in number of rounds at the end of
which lowest bid may be selected.

Brief description of the drawings:

In the following advantageous implementations, the invention may be further described
by means of examples and by means of the FIGs:

FIG 1 shows a system overview of a platform based implementation of the invention;



FIG 2 shows a functional view of implementations according to a preferred embodiment
of the invention;

FIG 3 shows advantageous files, tables and processes used in the calculation process;

FIG 4 shows an example for the use of modal selection options for shipping freight from
its origin to its destination and the calculation of carbon emissions and time for each leg;

FIG 5 depicts an Operation Process Map

FIG 6 depicts an Information Flow Map

FIGs 1000-1900 depict screen shots according to one embodiment of the invention

FIG 2000 depicts a screen shot of an input screen, as seen by a user.

FIG 2100 depicts a screen shot of an output screen, as seen by a user.

Detailed description of exemplary embodiments:

It is convenient to describe the invention herein in relation to particularly preferred
embodiments relating the present solution. However, the solution is applicable to a wide
range of industries and it is to be appreciated that other constructions and arrangements
are also considered as falling within the scope of the invention. Various modifications,
alterations, variations or additions to the construction and arrangements described
herein are also considered as falling within the ambit and scope of the present solution.

FIG 1 shows a preferred system overview 100. The embodiment according to FIG 1
contains six basic modules: a data gathering module 102, a review-approve module 104,

an update-calculate module 106, an approve-send module 108, a purchase compare
module 110, and a track revenue module 112 .

The solution may be used by those offering logistics or transport services ("Suppliers"),
and, those seeking the service of logistics or transport services for more than just one off
shipments ("Customers"). Both parties may need to register to be users the using data
gathering module 102. An embodiment of the data gathering module may be an online
interface via the internet. A site administrator may review the registration details for
completeness prior to sending confirmation emails to both parties which contains their
login information 104.

Once registered, Suppliers may be able to enter all of their applicable business
information including information about their financial performance, technology offered,

service diversification, client diversification, operational performance and environmental
management within the online interface of the data gathering module 102. Suppliers
may also enter information about their ideal lead profile, so only the leads which best
meet their ideal customer are sent to them.

Once registered, customers may then create or manage their freight quote portfolios
using the online interface of the data gathering module 102. These portfolios enable a



business to create requirements for all their business's specific transportation or logistics
needs, for example, they may create portfolios for their palletised freight needs and

carton freight needs. A list of predefined Portfolio structures and configuration for
different industries may be made available ("Portfolios"). It is contemplated that by
providing pre-defined structures, it may provide assistance to users and speed up their
quoting process. For example, if the Customer was in the medical industry a Portfolio
structure may be setup with a pre-configured requirement for express delivery and

require refrigerated carriage of goods.

Each Portfolio may have different business requirements for each, aside from the
dimensional information, they may travel by different modes. For example, cartonised
freight may travel by air where as palletised freight may travel by all modes except for
air. Customers may be able to specify requirements such as the type of bid event, either
reverse auction or blind auction, urgency of their delivery, payment terms, to and from
locations, and the like. An upload facility may be provided that enable customers to
upload spreadsheets or Comma-Separated-Value (CSV) formatted files to enable faster
input times, as often large shippers have hundreds of destinations they ship to.
Following this, the system collects data from the spreadsheet and stores each item into

corresponding fields in the database. Portfolios may be grouped into current,
closed/past, all and friends/colleagues portfolios.

Current portfolios - list of currently open portfolios. This may provide information on the
name of the portfolio, the status of the portfolio, the expected annual value of the spend
for the transport for that business requirement, the current annual spend for the transport
for the business requirement and relevant actions which allow you to view detailed
information about the portfolio. These actions include, but are not limited to - view, map
and delete. View enables the user to view the detailed requirements of the portfolio
such as specified transport to ship, routes/lanes used, quantity of freight shipped, value
of freight shipped per lane, business requirements such as technological requirements,
payment terms, accreditations, operational performance , and the like. Map enables
viewing the lanes specified on a mapping interface. The weighting of these lines on the
map may have weighting for the volume of freight shipped. The Delete option may
enable deletion of the portfolio, and the user may be prompted first prior to deletion of
the portfolio. An option may also be provided to view freight transport providers who
have purchased the customer's lead and the ability to view provided quotes to the
customer. The customer may also use the supplier comparison functionality where all

business data may be compared of these suppliers. This functionality may be provided
for Closed portfolios and All portfolios. As businesses re-evaluate their rates on a
regular basis (12 to 18 months on average) the facility exists so that customers may re

open existing/closed portfolios to request new quotes using the update - calculate
module 106. The newly requested quotes may appear separately from the previous
quotes.

Friends/Colleagues Portfolios may enable access to Friends/Colleagues Portfolios or
grant others permission to access portfolios. The permissions may be granted to by
Friends/Colleagues for each of their Portfolios as required. Alternatively, permission



may be granted to Friends/Colleagues as desired. Social networking tools or application
programming interfaces may enable users/customers of the website to access external
systems such as social networks, such as Facebook or Linkedln. These application
programming interfaces may be used to allow the customer/user to invite
friends/colleagues from their social networking sites such as Linkedln or Facebook to
access to their logistics portfolios. Upon acceptance of the invitation or logging into the
website (FML) by the invitee, relevant information for these people may be retrieved from
the social network, such as their photo, name, job title, employer company, and the like.
At the time of generating the invitation permissions may be granted. These permissions
may include delegated ownership where the Friends/Colleague provides ownership
permission of the Portfolio, Read-Only access may enable the viewing, but not editing of
Portfolio contents, Edit functionality allows for the editing of portfolio contents. It should
be noted that this access is not limited to the permissions stated.

Individuals having access to portfolios may have their own profile pages which may
outline personal information such as name, job title, contact information including email,

phone numbers, linkedln details, photo e, the portfolios they have access to, relevant
permissions for those portfolios and the like. They may also receive a news feed of all

the activity occurring within the portfolios for which the have access to enable them to
keep up to date.

Members of portfolios may be able to communicate in such a manner that their
communication is viewable as a group. Microblogging, real-time activity streams and

instant email notifications about changes may enable the team to stay in touch with
everything relating to the portfolios. This information may be viewable as a separate
section on the portfolio detail or in personal profile pages. This detail may be reviewed
in detail if desired. Alternatively, team members may communicate with people directly
via email or similar from within the website.

Once the customer registers their portfolio details, the system may then identify the
applicable alternative modes of transport that the customer could use to transport their
freight using the update - calculate module 106. There are various factors that may
determine which mode of transport to use, these include but are not limited to delivery
time and cost. Generally the faster the freight gets to the destination the more it costs.
Alternative modes of transport for each destination may be calculated as such based on

the origin and destination and those suppliers that offer services in the applicable
geographic areas and meet the customers other business requirements. Once the
possible alternate modes of transport are identified, they are displayed to the user for
selection. The customer then goes through and selects the shipping modal alternatives
they want quotes for, for each route. With the calculation of each modal alternative
asset utilised in each modal alternative option, shipping time, energy and emissions
values may be calculated. These values may then be summed up to provide an overall
time, emissions and energy consumption view of each alternative. The customer/user
may compare the modes of transport analysing their impact to the environment, the time
and environmental cost to ship via the specific modes.



An exemplary embodiment of the present invention facilitates determining the effect of
transport processes on the environment.

Another exemplary embodiment of the present invention comprises generating and/or
presenting reports on generated and/or expected emissions but not their effect on the
environment.

A further exemplary embodiment of the present invention allows carrying out transport

processes according to environmental requirements.

An exemplary embodiment of the present invention enables the following advantages:
detailed emission reporting for a transport carrier or each single transport process, or
reporting done on customer requirements basis

The customer may view their routes on a Google™ maps interface or similar. This may
be achieved by plotting relevant geocode details from the modal tables and dynamically
using the mapping functions of the mapping application. When a user hovers over each

route on the maps the environmental information is shown in a call out box. The user
may also have the ability to view the volume of shipments per route by clicking a radio
button which displays the route using an online service provided by Google™ Map at
http://maps.google.com. Depending on the volume of freight shipped, as indicated by

the users input 102, the system may allow the Customer to visualize which routes are
used most often or less frequently through the illustration lines of relative thickness that

provide information on the other possible routes and their volumes shipped. Once the
Customer has selected the modes a confirmation email is sent with a quotation via the

update or calculate module. If there are any changes to this information the user may
follow the link in the email or log into their account to make any necessary changes. If

additional routes need quoting they may go through the same process again where lead

emails may be sent to suppliers, and suppliers may respond in turn. It is advantageous
to provide the ability to block leads sent to suppliers who have already purchased the
quotes previously. If routes need to be removed these changes may be sent to the
suppliers who have purchased the leads or to all suppliers who meet the criteria.

The customer may also have an option to request quotes from providers who may
service all legs and modes of transport for a given modal option (road, rail, air or sea), or
the customer may elect to get different providers for different transport legs. For

example, some transport providers may provide drayage (the transport of goods a short
distance) to an intermodal transport site, the intermodal transport component (transport
via train, ship or plane) and then the drayage to the destination. Alternatively, some
transport providers may only provide services for individual legs of the journey; i.e. two
drayage providers in separate states may be used and another provider for the
intermodal component.

Also, an indicator may be provided that makes use of the current price of oil. The price
of oil has an impact on the price of fuel, and when the price of fuel increases higher



costs are passed onto road freight transport users. In this case, modal alternatives such
as rail may be a more attractive option to a freight transport customer. An indicator on

the website may indicate that rail supplier options may offer cost savings to the
customer, in that case the customer may be more inclined to select a modal alternative
that utilises rail, for example. Other indicators relating to time savings and cost savings
may be included in, for example, the modal selection section of a screen displaying
quotes.

Once the customer quote request is received, the quote is graded according to a
specification to determine the quote's completeness, relevant grading by the approve
send module 108. These gradings enable the operator to determine how complete the
quote is without reviewing the entire quote. With this information a user may determine
the amount of work required to bring it up to an acceptable standard before passing it on

to suppliers.

According to the grading and the buying indicator specified by the customer, the quote
request is then graded in Customer Relationship Model (CRM) terms i.e. contact,

suspect, lead, qualified lead, prospect, and the like, by the rating module 5 1OB. It should
be noted that the CRM terms are not limited to these gradings. The grading plus a
colour indicator which may be displayed on the header of the lead which aligns to the
graded CRM term may provide an indicator of the customer's intention to buy. The
intent to buy gives the person buying the lead an indication of the willingness of the
customer to buy services.

Pending the quote release in the approve-send module 108 the administrator may firstly
inspect the customer's business details and business requirements for completeness
following up on the information identified in the grading process as not been present.
Once updated the quote may then be re-graded to update the grade of the lead as

mentioned above, if satisfied the administrator may release the quote to all suppliers
who meet the requirements of the customer.

Suppliers may then receive a lead email 110, where the supplier may receive all the
details about the customer's job including the customers buying intention and purchasing
timeframe. Any information that may identify the customer may not be provided. The
supplier has to purchase the lead using the purchase-compare module 110 first before
receiving this information. The supplier may follow the link in the email to the website or
login directly to purchase the lead. Once purchased they may be sent an email with all

the job and customer details. The supplier is then billed in the backend of the system for
the value of the lead as specified in the membership package they've selected. It may
also be advantageous in some embodiments to provide a system for tracking trailing
income from a supplier, where the supplier is billed a certain percentage of the revenue
generated after one year of trade by the customer.



The supplier may have the ability to manage all purchased leads. The supplier may be

able to send the lead to applicable people within their company for follow up. These
leads may be monitored and tracked through various stages to better manage them.

For each supplier who purchases a lead, an email may be sent to the customer notifying
them that a representative from the supplier's organisation may be contacting them. The
customer may then review the five star ratings for the supplier, their referrals and

personal business page to help them make a decision on suitability. It is also
contemplated that suppliers may be able to upload their rates for the specified routes to
enable comparison of rates per route via spreadsheet or data file. Following this the
system collects the data from the spreadsheet and stores each item into corresponding

fields in the database. In some embodiments, this may be advantageous for customers
when comparing rates from various suppliers. This information may be available for
each provider by each mode specified by the customer.

The supplier may be invoiced monthly for all leads purchased and on a pre-determined
basis for trailing income.

Customers may also have the ability to run reports, these reports would be able to be

output via pdf and excel formats.

Other aspects of the site's functionality include the ability to add team members so they
may administer portfolios as well using the update-calculate module 106. These
members may have different abilities to read, write and delete information from the
specified portfolios.

A functional overview of the system is depicted in FIG. 2 . 202 shows the functional
experience a person looking for logistics services (termed a 'customer') may expect on

the website. The customer may be able to add information about their business, add
information about their business requirements, enable them to enter their route
information, enable them to upload their freight information via excel or data file and

review or compare suppliers who meet their freight and business requirements.
Following this the system collects the data from the spreadsheet and stores each item

into corresponding fields in the database. 204 shows an entity or person known as the
'operator'. The operator is responsible for reviewing customer details, both business and

freight, review suppliers business information and customer requirements, maintain route
information for the different modes, and maintain environmental data for calculation of
environmental impact data. 206 shows an entity or person known as 'transport provider'

or 'supplier'. The supplier may be able to enter business profile information, the services
they offer, their technical offerings, accreditations, and the like. The supplier may also
purchase a lead and manage the leads they purchase. The supplier may also run

various reports on customer leads that they have purchased. 208 shows an entity know
as 'distance provider'. The distance provider is responsible for identifying applicable
modes of transport and suppliers that may service a customer's freight needs and

calculating the environmental impact of each of these identified modal alternatives. A
modal alternative refers to air, road, rail or sea freight transport.



210 shows an entity known as 'website'. Website is a third-party website that is making
use of a software plug-in that comprises components of the solution described herewith.
Such a plug-in may be an application programming interfaces (API) facility that enables

a site, for example Alibaba Group (http://www.alibaba.com), an internet-based
businesses that includes business-to-business (B2B) international trade, online retail

and payment platforms, and its users to get quotes for items they're thinking of
purchasing. This is most advantageous to a B2B website as it closes the purchasing
loop for customers who want to know how they'll get their goods if they purchase from a
supplier on such a site. The website may pass through a request in the form of a file of
information 520, containing - item type, applicable packaging type, shipping volume and

customer details, customer address through to a search engine embodiment of the
solution provided herewith. Customers may be automatically registered in 521 that are
passed through via 520.

In 522 a portfolio named after the item and supplier details in 520 may be automatically
created. A freight profile may be automatically updated for this customer in 524. A
module may identify appropriate providers and routes 507 that may service the
Customer's requirements, the rating engine 5 10B may also reference the credentials of
the buyer from a site such as Alibaba as well as the customers information to rate the
lead and buying intention of the prospective buyer. The supplier address details may be

referenced where possible as the default origin location for any calculations. The
customer may be automatically rated and a free sales lead 525 may be generated and

sent to identified suppliers who meet the customer's requirements from 507.

FIG. 3 is a flow chart describing a preferred import of files 102 and tables into a system
300 according to the invention. FIG. 3 describes what tables and files are imported from
different sources, and how these are used with the customers business requirements to
determine the modes of transport and suppliers that may service their needs. The
different import files and import tables are used to provide modal alternatives for
shipping the customer's freight from a point of origin to a destination.

The calculation of the modal alternatives is depicted in 316 and 318. Along with
calculating the environmental impact it's desirable to calculate the overall transit time of
transporting the freight from its origin to its destination 400. It should be noted that a

modal alternative may only be presented to the user when a supplier may be identified
from the applicable modal table as been able to provide that specific service according
to the users' requirements 320.

The method for arriving at the modal alternatives may be described as follows -

1. Set up parameters 310 for the modes that indicate if we should calculate
alternatives for that mode. i.e. if origin and destination locations are in same
state, do not calculate alternate options for sea, rail and air modes. Alternatively,
if road travel time is less than 11 hours 310 do not calculate other modal
alternatives.



2 . Provide a parameter for additional days for each mode which the operator may
maintain 312. This number may be added to the transit time for the rail, sea or
air legs of the trip. This parameter may be referenced when performing searches
for modal alternatives for rail, air and sea modes.

3. Identify to and from locations from the customer requirements 302 for each route
and search supplier by mode 304 to see if that geographic location is serviced.
For each mode identify if at least one carrier servicing that state 306. Refer to
table which contains mode by state may list any carrier that provides a service to
that state.

4 . If no alternate modes exist other than road, return stating that only road service is

offered 304. Calculate route distance and time using a map plug-in API such as
Google™ Maps API. The results are then stored as the modal option details for
Road. Calculate environmental impact using data from 314.

5. Otherwise if other modes and suppliers are identified in the modal tables 308
calculate each alternative as follows:

To determine route option 1 for each mode we need to do the following:

a . Identify what suppliers operate in the geographic location 304

b. lidentify the line(s)/flight paths/ shipping lanes that travel to the same
state as the destination306

c . Determine what is the closest intermodal point for each mode of transport.
Given the origin shipping point on a map, use reverse geocoding to find
the closest intermodal point to the origin shipping point that exists on the
line(s)/flight paths/ shipping lanes (in 306) 316. Store the line and the
station 319.

d . Determine what is the closest station to the destination shipping point on

the same the line(s)/flight paths/ shipping lanes as the closest line(s)/flight
paths/ shipping lanes to point A . Use reverse geocoding again to search
the geocodes on the line(s)/flight paths/ shipping lanes identified above
318. Store the line(s)/flight paths/ shipping lanes 319.

1. Determine the travel time and environmental impact between the
closest the line(s)/flight paths/ shipping lanes. Add this up from
the table above 400.

2 . Determine what is the road travel time and environmental impact
to the closest line(s)/f light paths/ shipping lanes from table 400.

3 . Add the train/ship/plane travel time, road travel time, intermodal
time and environmental impact to arrive at the total travel time and

environmental impact for this mode/lane 400.

To determine route option 2 for each mode we need to do the following:



a . Given location B on a map, use reverse geocoding to find the closest
station to the destination shipping point that exists on the line(s)/flight

paths/ shipping lanes in the table above 318. Store the line(s)/flight
paths/ shipping lanes and the intermodal point 319.

b. Determine what is the closest intermodal point to point A on the same
line(s)/flight paths/ shipping lanes as the closest intermodal point to the
destination shipping point 319. Use reverse geocoding again to search

the geocodes on the line(s)/flight paths/ shipping lanes identified above.
Store the intermodal point 319.

1. Determine the travel time and environmental impact between the
closest intermodal points. Add this up from the table above 400.

2 . Determine what is the road travel time and environmental impact
to the closest intermodal points 400.

3 . Add the train/ship/plane travel time, road travel time,
environmental impact and intermodal time to arrive at the total
travel time for this mode/lane 400.

c . Determine the closest two options, and store the carriers that provide
these services along with the details for each leg - road, rail,

intermodal400.

3. The user may then be presented on the screen with modal options 320 as

identified in 400 so they may select which modal options they want quotes
for.

4 . Once the user has selected their modal options that they want quotes for they
may press OK when done, the system may identify all relevant suppliers in

the different modal options 322 so these suppliers may be sent their relevant
leads.

5. Their selections may then be saved 322.

FIG. 4 provides a generic example 400 of typical legs of different shipments. The
transport is divided into a number of different legs according to the different transport
modes used on the way from its origin to its destination. FIG 4 identifies the how different
routes are analysed and modal options provided. Various legs are proposed to move
freight using different modal options. Primarily road is used to move freight from an

origin point to an intermodal point and from an intermodal point to a destination. The

business rules 310 and supplier by mode by geography 306 data are used to determine
if a modal alternative should be selected i.e. if the road travel time is less than 12 hours
or total kilometres travelled is less than 850 klms do not identify a modal alternative. The
reason been is that it would not be economical or timely to use an intermodal service
where the total road travel time is less than 12 hours or 850 klms. The supplier by mode
by geography data is used to determine if a supplier even provides a modal service in

the origin and destination states, if not, a modal option may not be provided.



FIG 4 . is directed to a situation where a shipment which has a shipping origin point A
and a destination shipping point B. For each modal alternative calculated we need to
identify the modes/vehicles 404 for each leg 402. For each leg 402there may be an

origin and a destination. The distance between the origin and destination for road legs

may be calculated using a mapping API such as that provided by Google™ Maps. For
distance and time calculation for modes of rail, sea or air these may be stored in a table
for lookup either stored in the database or provided by a third party provider. It should
be noted that there is no limit to the number of legs required in this process as

expressed by 408. Once all the legs are determined and all the modes, distance and
time are calculated for each leg the total travel time including intermodal time 406,

environmental impact and cost is determined 410.

Taking into account the above outlined factors and the division of the shipments into

different legs the carbon emissions related to each shipment may be calculated
according to the following general principle:

1. Calculate the distance for each leg

2 . Calculate the weight of each shipment

3. Calculate the total emissions of the vehicle for each mode

4 . Add any emissions generated for intermodal movements

5. Add the emissions from the different legs of the shipment plus intermodal
movements

As well as calculating alternate modes of transport, the system may also calculate C0 2

usage and cost for each mode based on the following calculation -

• Carbon emissions of shipment per leg = Total Freight Tonnes * Distance *

Emission Factor for Vehicle

· Total Freight Tonnes is provided by the user.

• Distance is calculated by the mapping application or the modal tables with
specified routes between fixed infrastructure such as rail terminals, airports,
harbour ports , and the like.

• Cost for emissions from each mode are calculated as such -

o (Total Freight Tonnes * Distance * Emission Factor for Vehicle) * (cost per
tonne)

Some exemplary emission factors are listed below -



FIG. 5 describes another flow chart of the core operation process which is divided into

six parts to demonstrate the movement of information and process flow between
customers, suppliers and the core system in the identification of different modes of
transport that may move freight from an origin to a destination location, and the
environmental impact of each modal alternative. The customer registers 501 their
business details which are then reviewed by the operator for completeness 501b and a
confirmation email is sent back 502 with login details. The customer may then enter
their Quote Portfolios 503 and FIG. 1000 which is a new folio requirement for their
organisations freight transport needs. Once portfolios are created they may be deleted,
edited or saved for later use FIG. 1100.

The customer then enters specific requirements for this portfolio 504. The requirements
the customer may enter include route or shipping information containing the origin and
destinations they are shipping to, the quantity and freight information for each route and

the type of bid event; i.e. is it a blind or reverse auction. With a blind auction, suppliers



do not have any visibility of their competitors bids per lane or their service offering. With
a reverse auction the auction may begin with each prospective vendor issuing its starting

price associated with its proposal. During a second round of bids, each vendor may have
heard or may have seen via its computing system the bids proposed by each other
vendor. Each vendor may then lower its price with one of the previously negotiated
downward bidding increments in order to arrive at a lower price than its competitive
vendors. This process may then continue until a lowest price is obtained through the
bidding process.

At step 514b, the purchaser obtains the lowest bid from one of the prospective vendors
and that vendor's proposal is accepted. Because the final contracts were previously
executed by each prospective vendor, acceptance of the lowest bid by the purchaser, at
step 514b, ends the process and that vendor's contract is accepted as the final contract
for delivering the required services, or systems. FIG. 1200, and other business
requirements such as technology offerings, service offerings, freight type, payment
terms, environmental accreditations, organisational accreditations, operational
performance etc FIG. 1300. It is also advantageous in some embodiments to provide an

upload facility for customers to upload route information including origin and destination,
freight type, quantity shipped and weight via CSV or MS Excel. The use of website form
fields to receive the sets of logistics information is supplemented with an inbuilt spread
sheet uploading facility. The system includes supplier spreadsheet templates that are

preset with all the fields required. The spreadsheet templates may be downloaded to
enable the supplier to create a spreadsheet and enter each item many times and once
the spreadsheet is ready to upload the supplier may log into the website and choose to
upload the spreadsheet. Following this the system collects the data from the
spreadsheet and stores each item into corresponding fields in the database

As each attribute is selected a count of the number of carriers servicing those lanes and
having those attributes is updated and displayed.

The supplier at the same time registers 505and submits their details to the operator to
review. The operator may then confirm the registration details of the supplier and send a
confirmation email to the supplier with login details 502. The supplier may then identify
the attributes of their ideal customer.

Once registered the supplier may then enter profile information 506 such as technology
offerings, service offerings, freight handled, payment terms, environmental
accreditations, organisational accreditations, operational performance, and the like. It

should be appreciated that this system is not limited to these categories, others may be

added at any stage. Once all attributes are entered the system may then score the
aforementioned areas FIG 1400 according to the following scoring methodology 506b.

Financial Performance Calculation

The following is the scoring calculation for Financial Performance. The Z-score is a
linear combination of four or five common business ratios, weighted by coefficients. The



Z Score is calculated by multiplying each of several financial ratios by an appropriate
coefficient and then summing the results. The ratios rely on these financial measures:

• Working Capital is equal to Current Assets minus Current Liabilities.

· Total Assets is the total of the Assets section of the Balance Sheet.

• Retained Earnings is found in the Equity section of the Balance Sheet.

• EBIT (Earnings Before Interest and Taxes) includes the income or loss from
operations and from any unusual or extraordinary items but not the tax effects of
these items. It may be calculated as follows: Find Net Income; add back any
income tax expenses and subtract any income tax benefits; then add back any
interest expenses.

• Market Value of Equity is the total value of all shares of common and preferred
stock. The dates these values are chosen need not correspond exactly with the
dates of the financial statements to which the market value is compared.

• Net Worth is also known as Shareholders' Equity or, simply, Equity. It is equal to
Total Assets minus Total Liabilities.

· Book Value of Total Liabilities is the sum of all current and long-term liabilities
from the Balance Sheet.

• Sales includes other income normally categorized as revenues in the firm's
Income Statement.

Use balance sheet figures from the end of the reporting period for all Z Score
calculations.

The following table shows how these measures are used to calculate the three
versions of the Z Score. The table is explained below.



In other words, the three Z Score versions (described below) are calculated as follows:

It is proposed that by using the z-score calculation for Z2 (General Use) above and using
the scoring method below, customers may be able to view the financial stability of a
supplier more easily and better help them in making their purchasing decision.

The 5-star rating for Z score is calculated above and scored as follows -

0 - 1.8 = 1 star

1.8 - 2.7 = 2 stars

2.7 - 2.99 = 3 stars

3 - 3.99 = 4 stars



4 and above = 5 stars

It should be noted that this model may change at any time and the design of the model
may be flexible enough to allow for these changes.

Client Diversification Methodology

The following is the scoring calculation for client diversification. There are a number of
possible areas that may be scored. It should be noted that this model may change at

any time and the design of the model may be flexible enough to allow for these changes.

1 - 5 industries = 1 star

6 - 10 industries = 2 stars

11 - 15 industries = 3 stars

16 - 20 industries = 4 stars

2 1> = 5 stars

Information Technology

The following is the scoring calculation for Information Technology where each line or
variable in the table below may have a different weighting or point score attributed to it.

When it comes to scoring a supplier it may be noted what variables or requirements they
meet below and then total these up giving a score out of 100. The five star rating may
then be calculated as follows -

Scoring

Score of 0 - 19 = 1 star

Score of 20 - 39 = 2 stars

Score of 40 - 59 = 3 stars

Score of 60 - 79 = 4 stars

Score of 80 - 100 = 5 star

There are a number of possible areas that may be scored. It should be noted that this
model may change at any time and the design of the model may be flexible enough to
allow for these changes.

Information Systems





projects manager.

Service Diversification

The following is the scoring calculation for client diversification where each line or
variable in the table below may have a different weighting or point score attributed to it.

When it comes to scoring a supplier it may be noted what variables or requirements they
meet below and then total these up giving a score out of 100. The five star rating may
then be calculated as follows -

Scoring

Score of 0 - 19 = 1 star

Score of 20 - 39 = 2 stars

Score of 40 - 59 = 3 stars

Score of 60 - 79 = 4 stars

Score of 80 - 100 = 5 star

There are a number of possible areas that may be scored. It should be noted that this
model may change at any time and the design of the model may be flexible enough to
allow for these changes.









Operation Performance

The following is the scoring calculation for client diversification where each line or
variable in the table below may have a different weighting or point score attributed to it.

When it comes to scoring a supplier it may be noted what variables or requirements they
meet below and then total these up giving a score out of 100. The five star rating may
then be calculated as follows -

Scoring

Score of 0 - 19 = 1 star

Score of 20 - 39 = 2 stars

Score of 40 - 59 = 3 stars

Score of 60 - 79 = 4 stars

Score of 80 - 100 = 5 stars

There are a number of possible areas that may be scored. It should be noted that this
model may change at any time and the design of the model may be flexible enough to
allow for these changes.



Environmental Management

The following is the scoring calculation for client diversification where each line or
variable in the table below may have a different weighting or point score attributed to it.

When it comes to scoring a supplier it may be noted what variables or requirements they
meet below and then total these up giving a score out of 100. The five star rating may
then be calculated as follows -

Scoring

Score of 0 - 19 = 1 star

Score of 20 - 39 = 2 stars

Score of 40 - 59 = 3 stars

Score of 60 - 79 = 4 stars

Score of 80 - 100 = 5 stars

There are a number of possible areas that may be scored. It should be noted that this
model may change at any time and the design of the model may be flexible enough to
allow for these changes.



Accreditations

The following is the scoring calculation for client diversification where each line or
variable in the table below may have a different weighting or point score attributed to it.

When it comes to scoring a supplier it may be noted what variables or requirements they
meet below and then total these up giving a score out of 100. The five star rating may
then be calculated as follows -

Scoring

Score of 0 - 19 = 1 star

Score of 20 - 39 = 2 stars



Score of 40 - 59 = 3 stars

Score of 60 - 79 = 4 stars

Score of 80 - 100 = 5 stars

There are a number of possible areas that may be scored. It should be noted that this
model may change at any time and the design of the model may be flexible enough to
allow for these changes.

It should be noted that the scoring model may be changed, with the additional or
removal of comparison criteria and categories.

The system, once it has supplier data in the system, may then perform a match 507
comparing customer requirements 504 with supplier profiles 506 to identify different
modes of transport that may service the customer or that meet the customer's
requirements, the system also calculates the environmental impact and shipping time for



each modal alternative FIG. 1600. These modal alternatives are displayed for the
customer so they may choose which modal alternatives they'd like quotes for FIG 1500.

A map interface is also provided to enable customers to view proposed routes FIG 1700.

Once the customer selects the options they'd like quotes for they are sent a confirmation
email 508.

The confirmation email contains all the customer requirements including the modal
selections they made for each route. The customer needs to confirm the details
provided before they may be sent to any suppliers 509.

The operator then reviews the confirmed customer details and ensures there are no

gaps in the customer's request, if there are any gaps the operator may follow up with the
customer 510. Prior to been sent to suppliers the customer is rated 510b and their
intention to buy is calculated. The intention to buy may prove most advantageous to
suppliers as they have a good indication of the customers willingness to buy. The
customer request may then be tagged as a sales lead 5 11 and sent to all suppliers who
meet the customer's requirement as identified in 507.

The sales lead 5 11 contains all the information about the customer business
requirements - route details, technology, service, freight handled, payment terms,
environmental accreditations, organisational accreditations, operational performance
requirements, current transport spend, expected transport spend , and the like.
Everything may be sent other than the name of the customer and their contact details.

Suppliers who meet the requirements may then choose to purchase the lead by
following the link in the email and purchasing the lead on the website 512 and FIG.

1900.

The system may then send the customer the supplier's details 513a so the customer
may review and compare the supplier to other suppliers who've purchased the sales
lead 512 and FIG. 1800.

At the same time the customer's details are sent to the supplier 513b so the supplier
may allocate the lead to someone for follow-up 516..

The supplier is also billed for the value of the lead 513c as per the current subscription
package. If the supplier chooses the trailing income commission option 518 in their
subscription, the revenue trail may start from the time the lead is purchased. If the
supplier is successful in winning the customer's business they may be invoiced 519 at a
pre-determined time(s) in the future for a percentage of the annual revenue the customer
generates for the supplier.

The supplier may then contact the customer with the details provided 517a and upload
or enter any applicable quote rates 517b and business information via excel or data file.
The use of website form fields to receive the sets of logistics information is

supplemented with an inbuilt spread sheet uploading facility. The system includes
supplier spreadsheet templates that are preset with all the fields required. The
spreadsheet templates may be downloaded to enable the supplier create a spreadsheet



and enter each item many times and once the spreadsheet is ready to upload the
supplier may log into the website and choose to upload the spreadsheet. Following this
the system collects the data from the spreadsheet and stores each item into
corresponding fields in the database. The uploaded rates are then comparable 514b.
The customer may then compare rates provided by suppliers of one mode such as road,

to the rates and travel information, such as travel time and environmental impact, of
another mode, such as rail intermodal. In this way the customer may identify savings in

using an alternate mode of transport when reviewing their freight rates. This is enabled
in the rate comparison screen by indicating under each route/lane if alternate modes are
available, this may be in the form of a hyperlink or button, which when clicked may
display the alternate modes underneath lane/routes displayed.

Customers may request additional quotes 515 if not satisfied with the suppliers who've
responded or their rates. This re-quoting process may eliminate suppliers who have
purchased the lead previously to eliminate any double purchase of the same lead.

520 shows the integration of the invention described from within another website via API

or similar. Once the user has submitted a freight transport request from within the third

party website the system may receive the customer's information, the item, item quantity,
container description and other useful information. The customer may have an account
automatically created for them 521 using the details sent through from 520 where a user
ID and password 523 may be provided.

The system may then create a portfolio 522 using the information from 520 using the
supplier, item and other relevant information to create a portfolio name which is

meaningful. The system may then create a freight profile 524 with inputs from 520.

The system may then perform a criteria match 507 looking at the item and location
information from 520 and identifying users and alternate modes of transport for shipping
the goods from the supplier address details passed from 520 to the destination point
provided in 520. At the same time the customer may be related 5 10B. A free sales lead
with the information from 510b, 522 and 524 may be sent to the relevant suppliers where
they may be purchased at zero cost. Having already submitted their details and the
system identified providers for their request these users may be able to view supplier
profiles immediately if suppliers have purchased their lead 512. These customers may
at any time update and complete their profiles for future use 501 and 503. The process
may continue from 512 as above for these customers.

In an embodiment the system 300 advantageously operates on a national and/or an

international basis to provide the ability to source logistics services. The system 300
provides international search capabilities with comprehensive searching that enables
members to search for logistics companies offering logistics services that matches
desired criteria.

In Figure 6 , there is illustrated an embodiment of the present invention directed to
providing logistics services sourcing on an international basis. A database and/or system



according to the present invention is provided at 601 . Preferably, the system is provided
via a website and thus access via the Internet is convenient. Any number of suppliers ( 1

to n) and or providers 602, 603 of logistics information or logistics service providers may
subscribe or provide the logistics information to the database 601 . The suppliers may be

based in any country, the same or different countries. Equally any number of customers
( 1 to n) 604, 605 may subscribe to the present invention, and seek logistics services in

accordance with the various methods disclosed herein. When the customer has located
a suitable logistics services provider a transaction 606 may occur.

The benefits this embodiment include, without limitation:

o Global searching
o Inter-country searching
o Intra country searching
o No real knowledge of logistics in other countries required by users to

purchase logistics services in other countries
o Offers ability for users to learn about logistics services in other countries
o Suppliers may market across boarders
o Convenience

In an embodiment the system advantageously gathers statistics and logs user activity for
use in analysing trends. The forms of statistics gathered includes customer information,
supplier information, logistics information, demographic information,
sales/bids/conversions records, search data site traffic data, media publisher data ISP
records, banking transaction records, advertising content, enquiry data and message
centre records. With online advertisements including banner advertisements further
statics gathered include how many people view it, how many click throughs and
conversion statistics.

In this arrangement there is an associated database that is to be separated from or
integrated with the actual portal server, containing the various statistical forms of
information gathered including such as demographical information, ratings and various
other information that may be obtained by a research group or software program which
provides a user with statistics beneficial to a logistics company in identifying and
monitoring target markets.

It is envisaged that means for providing statistical information may be adapted to record
and evaluate and reproduce information provided on the website and actions conducted
through the website. For example, it may be possible to determine which search terms
and/or categories are most searched, the percentage of logistics services purchased and

a plurality of other vital information and/or statistics which would be beneficial to logistics
companies to indicate various existing or ongoing trends in the marketplace.



The results may then be reproduced in tabulated, plot, or any other suitable form which
provides easy and quick access to relevant information. This information may preferably
be on-sold to companies who wish to have access to this data for an additional cost. As
such, the method and system for sourcing and managing logistics requirements may
also be used as a valuable resource tool for individuals and/or businesses. It also
provides an additional means of marketing for an individual and/or business to provide
exposure to a wide demographic range. It is envisaged that the system may also provide
online marketing tools which enable an individual and/or business to further utilise the
system as a resource tool, with assistance in creating business and marketing plans.

The system provides means which enables a user to obtain various statistics that are
beneficial to a freight logistics company. It is envisaged that the means for providing
statistical information may be adapted to record and evaluate and reproduce information
provided on the website and actions conducted through the website. For example, it may
be possible to determine which search terms and/or categories are most searched, the
percentage of logistics services purchased and a plurality of other vital information
and/or statistics which would be beneficial to logistics companies to indicate various
existing or ongoing trends in the marketplace. The results may be reproduced in

tabulated, plot, or any other suitable form which provides easy and quick access to
relevant information. It is envisaged that this information may be on-sold to companies
who wish to have access to this data.

In a particularly advantageous feature, if certain logistics services are continually not
selected they are published in a magazine to entice other members. This involves
receiving different sets of logistics information associated with logistics criteria for
logistics sourcing requirements and storing those sets. The sets of sets of logistics
information are searched to locate at least one set that meets with business logistics
criteria. After this particular sets of logistics information are highlighted when then said
particular sets of logistics information repetitively do not meet business logistics criteria.
This is performed by gathering related statistics as described above.

In this arrangement sets of logistics information are highlighted by providing an online
publication directing readers to said particular sets and by providing an online newsletter
and an e-magazine which contains the logistics requirements.

It is envisaged that the invention may also offer logistics services to both customers and

suppliers on the website of the invention as a means for generating revenue for the
provider. The provider may have provided account managers with restricted access such
they are able to add/delete/modify accounts, assign contracts to sellers, manage banner
advertising, control customer and supplier ratings and other specific duties as required.



CLAIMS:

1. A computer-based method for assisting a logistics decision of a potential customer,
the method comprising the steps of:

receiving at least one logistics related requirement from the potential customer,

calculating at least one suitable logistics option from a plurality of supplier-
provided logistic options, and

providing an output of at least one logistics option in a form readable by the
potential customer.

2 . A computer-based method according to claim 1 wherein the at least one logistics-
related requirement is selected from the group consisting of: a preferred or required
origin point, a preferred or required destination point, a preferred or required mode of
transport, a preferred or required travel time, a preferred or required delivery date, a
preferred or required environmental impact caused by the logistic, a preferred or
required cost, a preferred or required payment method or term, a preferred or required
accreditation of a supplier, and a preferred or required level of operational performance
of a supplier.

3. A computer-based method according to claim 1 or claim 2 comprising the step of
receiving a supplier-provided logistics option.

4 . A computer-base method according to claim 3 wherein the supplier-provided logistics
option is associated with a logistics-related parameter selected from the group consisting
of: geographical operational area, a mode of transport, a travel time, an environmental
impact caused by the logistic, a cost, a payment method or term, an accreditation, and

operational performance information.

5. A computer-based method according to any one of claims 1 to 4 wherein the output
displays a logistics option for 2 , 3, 4 , 5, 6 or more modes of transport.

6. A computer-based method according to any one of claims 1 to 5 wherein the output
displays a logistics option for 2 , 3, 4 , 5, 6 or more suppliers.



7. A computer-based method according to any one of claims 1 to 6 wherein the output
displays a logistics-related parameter selected from the group consisting of: a
geographical operational area, a mode of transport, a travel time, an environmental
impact caused by the logistic, a cost, a payment method or term, an accreditation, and

operational performance information.

8. A computer-based method according to any one of claims 1 to 7 wherein the
customer readable form comprises a map displaying route options for two or more
suppliers.

9. A computer-based method according to any one of claims 1 to 8 wherein the output is

devoid of information allowing for identification of the supplier.

10. A computer-based method according to any one of claims 1 to 9 devoid of means
for the potential customer to contact the supplier.

11. A computer-based method for matching a logistics supplier with a potential
customer, the method comprising the steps of:

receiving information related to the services of the logistics supplier,

calculating at least one suitable potential customer option from a plurality of
potential customer-provided logistics requirements, and

providing an output of at least one potential customer option in a form readable
by the supplier.

12. A computer-based method according to claim 11 wherein the information related to
the services of the logistics supplier is associated with a logistics-related parameter
selected from the group consisting of: geographical operational area, a mode of
transport, a travel time, an environmental impact caused by the logistic, a cost, a
payment method or term, an accreditation, and operational performance information.

13. A computer-based method according to claim 11 or claim 12 comprising the step of
receiving a customer-provided logistics requirement.

14. A computer-based method according to claim 13 wherein the information related to
the customer-provided logistics requirement is selected from the group consisting of: a
preferred or required origin point, a preferred or required destination point, a preferred or



required mode of transport, a preferred or required travel time, a preferred or required
delivery date, a preferred or required environmental impact caused by the logistic, a
preferred or required cost, a preferred or required payment method or term, a preferred
or required accreditation of a supplier, and a preferred or required level of operational
performance of a supplier.

15. A computer-based method according to any one of claims 11 to 14 wherein the
output comprises information allowing the supplier to contact the potential customer.

16. A computer-based method according to any one of claims 11 to 15 wherein the
output is information related to the potential customer selected from the group consisting
of: a name, a physical address, an email address, and a telephone number.

17. A computer-based method according to any one of claims 11 to 16 comprising
means for the potential customer to contact the supplier.

18. A computer-based method according to any one of claims 11 to 17 wherein the
potential customer is not provided with information allowing for the identification of the
supplier.

19. A computer-based method according to any one of claims 11 to 18 comprising the
step of the supplier providing a payment for the output.

20. A computer-based method according to any one of claims 11 to 19 comprising the
step of providing means for the supplier to provide a payment for the output.
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